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Dear All,
Latest Event:
I am attaching in https://telmaco.com/cosmic-devops.html a one page note broadly describing the gap
between DevOps metrics and COSMIC metrics. This Note is open for discussion. Please download it and
come to discuss it during our next virtual meeting. See below.
Launching Stage – In Progress (Review: 10/06/2019):
Three main tasks pertinent to the launch

Communication infrastructure: UKMIS chat-Room completed, SocMed activated, Co-ordination
centre now building up

Invitation of participants: In progress. Offer to join is still available
And

Strawman study plan: A few ideas are merging but will need reality checking.
Next Stages :

Review of the Launch on the 10th June 2019

Pre-study Plan

Preliminaries
I would appreciate it if you could:

send me any comment useful for this study;

recommend any potentially interested participant, and;

point any orientation this study should take to satisfy your needs . .. or .. . curiosity.
Core-Groups of UK COSMIC SIG
Please create your Core-Group on a topics that meets your Interest, and, in a DevOps spirit, share it with
the other core-groups.
UK COSMIC SIG needs as many relevant activities as possible.
The key word of a SIG is _Interest_. All the best.
Reading of the month:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAVFNIFQ1T8
Measuring DevOps: The Key Metrics That Matter - Electric Cloud
Naturally as a grown up Agile, DevOps seems to prefer the ‘process’ metrics as distinct from the ‘product’
metrics as we do in COSMIC. But we need the process because we want the product. Therefore, the
interdependence may be identified.
Next Meeting of the COSMIC-DevOps
The next and first meeting of this Core-Group’s Members and sympathisers will take place on the Friday
21st June 2019.
This will be a virtual meeting taking place in 2 sessions morning (from 10:00 till 11:00 hours) and evening
(from 21:00 till 22:00 hours).
Agenda:
Both sessions: Priority will be given to your return from experience with a view of sharing your metrics.
Otherwise:
 Morning: From the DevOps “Plan” to “Release” what are the possible scenarios of a COSMIC
measure?
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 Evening: Recap from the morning, then which scenarios complete DevOps metrics?
Venue:
Skype: bernard.londeix
Or, my Zoom (Personal Meeting Room) https://us04web.zoom.us/j/5902859937
We hope to see you there.
Kind regards,
Bernard
W: https://telmaco.com
If you are not interested just reply UNSUSCRIBE
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